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Abstract. This article reassesses the notions of culture that are tied up with our understandings of gender and ethnicity in colonial Oaxaca. It examines the lawsuits indigenous women leveled against husbands and lovers in the eighteenth century to revisit some canonical scholarly claims about gender culture among the region’s inhabitants. Traditional scholarship has approached such cases as evidence of women’s assertion of agency in their relationships with husbands and lovers or as the ethnic defense of community against the Spanish colonial state. Such approaches sidestep the law itself as a subject of analysis. When compared to the legal activities of inhabitants elsewhere in the empire, we find women’s engagement with Spanish justice in Oaxaca was reluctant at best and, at times, at odds with judges’ notion of the law as beyond the control of the participants. But women’s instrumental engagement with law was not wholly unique to the region. It followed patterns observable in other communities, including Spain. Thus, rather than look at these documents through an ethnic or gendered lens alone, one can also read them as evidence of Oaxacan women’s dynamic participation in the creation of a broader imperial legal culture that pitted local peace against legal process.

The ribbons were proof that Juana Sánchez’s husband was having an affair. In 1793, Juana took the *tlacollales*, brightly colored fabric ornaments that Mixtec women typically twist into their hair, from a local widow named Felipa Hernández when she caught the lovers together.¹ Yet even though Juana had saved her rival’s ribbons as evidence—perhaps a local practice of collecting clothing artifacts from amorous adversaries—she did nothing with them for a long time.² Finally, leaving her Oaxacan pueblo of Justlahuaca to complain to the district judge in a Spanish court, she explicitly testified that she knew all along that she had the ability to seek legal retribution
against her husband. “I, who have desired peace, quiet and calm,” her statement reads, “. . . could have criminally complained for his punishment.” Yet until that point, she had “only availed myself on various occasions of parish priests and their vicars specifically so that they would remind him of his obligations . . . and I have done the same in this court.”

There are several analytical lessons tied up in Felipa’s braids, and this article aims to let them loose. Like much scholarship on gender in Oaxaca during the Spanish colonial period, it examines eighteenth-century domestic disputes contained in the court records of the majority-Indian districts of Villa Alta and Teposcolula in an effort to better understand culture, specifically gendered culture. But its goal is to pull our notion of culture apart, to separate Oaxacan women’s concepts of the law from our own assumptions about ethnicity and colonialism.

Our historiographical habit has been to read suits like the one Juana Sánchez eventually leveled against her husband in 1793 as proof of the ongoing confrontation between indigenous communities and a colonial regime or as evidence of the position of women within locally bound gender ideologies. Yet, when we pull dusty old lawsuits out of their boxes, we might tug at some of the assumptions about culture that lay tucked deep inside our own conceptualizations of the gendered histories of places like Oaxaca. Juana’s lawsuit is more than an artifact of indigenous women’s relative agency within ethnic culture. The lawsuit was itself an event that transpired between Juana and the judge, an event partially recorded (and recorded partially) in an archive. Looking at Juana’s suit as a legal event provides us a different way of seeing indigenous cases of gender-based conflict: as strands within a broader imperial legal culture.

In this examination, legal culture emerges as a specific, empirically observable set of repeated actions surrounding the use, or failure to use, Spanish courts. Derived from an interpretative rather than purely inductive method, the article twists through various modes of analysis. It first surveys what we know about gender and the law in indigenous Oaxaca by reviewing its rich, even classic, ethnohistorical literature on gender, violence, and community understandings of justice. The quality of the judicial archives for the region, together with the existence of a comprehensive inventory of cases in one of its districts, make it possible to set against this formidable historiography a concrete quantitative examination of women’s judicial activity in the eighteenth century. This is accomplished through an analysis of the incidence of all female-initiated lawsuits—over all types of matters but also, specifically, over gendered issues such as alimony, abandonment, adultery, and abuse—in the districts of Teposcolula and Villa Alta. The article then goes on to compare these to cases in other regions of the
Spanish empire. Finally, the analysis settles on domestic abuse cases and on the narratives they contain, searching out how women in the region used the law and conceived of justice.

The methodological movement from numbers to narratives reveals women’s lawsuits to be not culture’s showcase but rather one of its workshops. Instead of mechanisms of defense against men or as repositories of the struggle to protect local culture from Spanish imperial culture, indigenous women’s lawsuits in eighteenth-century Teposcolula and Villa Alta emerge as the actual sites of production of a broader legal culture in the empire, a production that occurred simultaneously within local idioms as well as within a range of possibilities across the broader empire of law.

To adopt Clifford Geertz’s phrasing, such an analysis draws our attention away from “what happened” between Indian women and men and toward “what happened that the law sees.” Indeed, Spanish district magistrates, called alcaldes mayores, only saw part of what happened in the regions of Teposcolula and Villa Alta, which were populated by relatively independent and diverse groups, including but not limited to Mixtecs and Zapotecs. The interaction between what these ethnically diverse women presented to judges and how judges viewed their cases comprised the core dynamics of what can be called a “gendered legal culture” in the region, a culture defined as much by the suits women filed as by the suits they abandoned, as much by what they said in court as what they remained silent about.

In fact, a key finding of this article is how relatively few indigenous women in eighteenth-century Oaxaca engaged secular legal authorities against the men in their lives and how reticently they did so. Women like Juana Sánchez, who desired “peace, quiet and calm,” often used the courts not to assert rights or set the wheels of law in motion. Rather, they entered the courts instrumentally, in order to achieve domestic and community harmony. At the same time, women’s practices, and the legal culture that underwrote them, were not always consonant with the notions of justice Spanish officials held. This inconsonance was not, however, strictly a feature of colonial law or the vacillations between identifiably “Spanish” and “Indian” concepts of justice; instead, it was also a common feature in other areas of the empire, including in rural Spain. Unraveling the narratives in women’s abuse cases in Oaxaca alongside those of women elsewhere in the empire challenges us to rethink the categories of ethnicity, gender, and culture that we employ when writing the history of Indian women. This challenge is, in a sense, a final, plot-twisting piece of evidence tumbling out of Felipa’s undone braid.
Historiography and Harmony

The Zapotec pueblo of San Juan de Tálea is, for at least two reasons, a good place to begin to think about how scholars have approached culture, gender, and colonial law. The first is because of what happened there in 1707, after one of its residents, Francisco de los Reyes, stabbed his wife María Yllescas so violently that “all her guts had spilled.” María and her father, Juan, went to the court of the alcalde mayor in Villa Alta, the capital of the Spanish colonial district by the same name, to submit a petition related to the incident. But the petition they submitted did not seek justice in a form we might recognize. Rather than seeking retribution for Francisco’s crime, their petition came two years after the incident as a bid for peace and an effort to withdraw from the Spanish criminal justice system.

What Juan and his daughter María Yllescas wanted from the court was to drop criminal charges against María’s husband. Two years earlier, during the weekly markets (tianguis) held in the indigenous head town of San Juan Yae, officials of the Indian town council heard that María had barely survived Francisco’s knifing. Two community officials reported the crime, via interpreter, to the alcalde mayor of Villa Alta. The native officials were required by law to pass the case to Spanish authorities, since so much blood had been shed. While Spanish court officials collected the testimony of seventeen witnesses, María’s husband was thrown in jail. There he would rot for two years until finally, one day, Juan and María together petitioned for his release to “live quiet- and peacefully, making a married life with” his wife. The lieutenant of the alcalde mayor let him out of jail the following day.

Thus, San Juan de Tálea in 1707 is in the first place a good place to think about scholarship on gender, culture, and the courts in Oaxaca as much because of what did happen there as what initially did not: a suit brought by his stabbed wife. The official nature of the charges against Francisco, the father’s tutelage of his daughter in the legal process, the bid for peace and harmony, and the reticence to use Spanish justice—all of these features of the case echo in other lawsuits against abusive men in indigenous Oaxaca.

The discursive emphasis on community peace amid gendered violence is, in fact, the second reason that San Juan de Tálea is a good place to think about scholarship on gender, culture, and the law. We know a lot about the legal attitudes of twentieth-century Tàlean Zapotecs, the descendants of people like Francisco and María. Their engagement with justice and the law inspired anthropologist Laura Nader to formulate her highly influential concept of “harmony ideology.” Communities in which such a legal culture prevails tend to value conciliation, and they view conflict and con-
troversy within the local community, particularly of the kind that would invite state intervention, as dysfunctional. Yet Talean Zapotecs’ penchant for compromise does not deter them from marching to the judge’s bench. In fact, Nader says, today they envision themselves as legal subjects endowed with rights—especially women who, she tells us, sue in numbers equal to or greater than men.

Nader traces harmony ideology back to two discrete origins. She has ascribed social values favoring compromise to Spanish Christian mores imparted during the colonial period by missionizing priests; but she also has attributed them to long-standing Zapotec ideologies of erj goonz, or making balance. Though she has consistently pointed out that many different types of societies around the world hold such balance ideologies, in Oaxaca it is, she ventured, a particularly postcolonial phenomenon.

The origin of harmony ideology has attracted the attention of other scholars. For example, pondering when and where harmony ideology was generated, anthropologist Peter Just directs us to history as a domain of “empirical information” rather than to anthropology, a domain of “theory.” Or, perhaps, the origin of harmony ideology is best located where history and anthropology cross. Indeed, it is easy to imagine that ethnohistory—an approach that from its inception promised to merge the study of the historical (textual) record with ethnologists’ fascination with local traditions, particularly in colonial and postcolonial cultures—would provide a clear path back to the roots of harmony ideology. Yet despite the crossing of disciplinary boundaries in the last three decades, ethnohistorical work tends toward theoretical positions that can strain in opposite directions. Variants of social historical approaches, such as women’s history, privilege the individual as the motor of historical change and highlight “agency,” whereas works implicitly influenced by the Geertzian tradition make culture rather than the individual the object of study.

Historical analyses of gender in colonial Oaxaca manifest the opposing pull of these two theoretical approaches. The region boasts a number of important works on gender, violence, and Spanish colonial law, particularly for the eighteenth century, when the documentary record thickens and the administration of justice throughout the empire underwent procedural and philosophical changes. One current of the uniquely rich historical literature highlights female activity in the Spanish court system, viewing it as an extension of the culture of indigenous gender complementarity, or the “evenly matched cultural terrain” of men and women in the region. Thus harmony—and its gendered corollary, complementarity—was conducive to women’s realization of individual and collective agency. Another current of historiography emphasizes the closed nature of Oaxaca’s communities
within the wider imperial system. It suggests that women in the region suffered violence more but resorted to Spanish justice less than their counterparts elsewhere in Mexico and portrays women as sacrificial lambs offered up for community peace.21 In this view, then, harmony was an obstruction to women’s agency.

It also must be pointed out that two works falling on either side of this culture/agency divide—the now-classic studies of violence and gender in colonial Oaxaca by William B. Taylor and Steve J. Stern, respectively—both utilized social historical methods based on regional comparison in order to reach their conclusions. The design of their works explicitly sets up Oaxaca as a site of ethnic difference, as the “Indian” Mexico to be contrasted with the more “mestizo” central Mexico or “Hispanic” capital city, Mexico City. Their focus, then, was not the judicial acts of the women involved in the disputes but rather the variable ethnic cultures of violence against women in Mexico.22

More recent investigations based on native-language legal documents from colonial Oaxaca have begun to combine attention to local culture modo grosso with more specific attention to concepts of law itself. Following in a tradition of scholarship pioneered by Susan Kellogg’s 1995 work on women and law among the colonial Mexica, these studies have begun to probe how indigenous concepts of disorder, passion, and amorous jealousy contained in legal testimony clashed or fused with Spanish concepts of crime and sin as well as hierarchies of rule.23 Such local knowledge, produced by what have been dubbed the “new philologists,” can only be enhanced when the documents that reveal it are situated within a comparative history of legal culture.24

But it is not only historiographical timeliness that makes locating women’s lawsuits in Oaxaca in the wider imperial universe of legal culture worthwhile; theoretical imperatives too require us to revisit accepted paradigms of culture. The very exercise of untangling the concept by utilizing both quantitative and qualitative methods tells us that what the archive best preserves is, above all, legal culture. Such an observation helps dissolve many of the conceptual binaries that ultimately limit our inquiries into native women in the past: the separation of anthropological “theory” or historical “empiricism”; gendered agency or domination; the “indigenous” or the “Western.” This article can only begin to gesture toward the theoretical possibilities that this kind of methodological combination can produce, but before putting the strands back together, they must first be undone.
Numbers

Indigenous women in eighteenth-century Oaxaca were relatively light litigants and reluctant initiators of formal legal disputes in legal actions of all types. Women in the predominantly Mixtec region of Teposcolula, particularly widows and single women, do appear to have been more active in property disputes heard in Spanish courts than were women in Villa Alta, despite the fact that both regions were predominantly indigenous. While this alerts us to the fact that the propensity to sue could differ slightly among women in indigenous cultures within Oaxaca, even women in Teposcolula comprised only a small proportion of the litigants and defendants who stood before that district’s alcalde mayor in the eighteenth century.\(^{25}\)

To call indigenous women in Oaxaca reluctant litigants is, to be sure, a bold assertion. But it is an assertion that accords with my review of hundreds of cases in the archives on two scales. Surveying the first scale—the variance in regional patterns of women’s lawsuits in the indigenous communities of Oaxaca—involves digging down into all civil cases on file in the civil archive of district judges in Villa Alta and Teposcolula with an eye for the archive and its numbers.\(^{26}\) The second scalar level is broadly imperial and involves lateral moves across the globe, assessing women’s appearance in the courts as civil litigators and victims of crimes in multiple regions under Spanish dominion.

Compiling statistics from documents produced before meticulous recordkeeping became a state fetish might seem to be a dubious endeavor. Yet an inventory undertaken in 1793 of all civil and criminal disputes in the district of Teposcolula during the period 1725–93 can help alleviate some of our skepticism. It lists more than six hundred cases that had been filed in a span of time capturing most of the eighteenth century.\(^{27}\) This inventory permits us to assess how much of the legal activity in the Spanish courts in the region is actually captured in the district’s contemporary archives. It reveals that the archive, at least in Teposcolula, is reasonably reliable.\(^{28}\)

Comparing information contained within the inventory first to population numbers and then to similar information from throughout the empire, we can see just how much more frequently inhabitants of other regions appeared before Spanish magistrates than did the rural indigenous people of Oaxaca. While it might seem intuitive that city dwellers sued more than rural folk, in fact historians find that a number of factors aside from sheer population density affect litigation rates and that rural people can sometimes be more litigious than urban inhabitants.\(^{29}\) Thus it is worth noting that, in 1790, the viceregal capital city of Lima, Peru, had roughly the same population as did Teposcolula in 1742 (about fifty thousand), but Lima’s
inhabitants put lawsuits on the bench of their city’s first-instance court five times more often (fifty per year versus ten per year).30

If the use of the Spanish courts by all of Teposcolula’s residents can be described, comparatively speaking, as judicious, women’s legal engagement in the region was even more cautious. From 1725 to 1793, women were litigants and defendants in only 13 and 14 percent, respectively, of all civil cases aired before the alcalde mayor of Teposcolula.31 Of the small group who did engage in civil litigation, women who bore the honorific “doña” made up a sizeable proportion of those who sued (44 percent) and were sued (29 percent). Unfortunately, the 1793 inventory does not permit us to know if these women were widowed or single, but the fact that so many were doñas in this poor, indigenous region underscores how self-selecting the process of entering Spanish courts could be.32

If the inhabitants of Teposcolula were far less litigious than were their counterparts in the bustling capital of Lima, they were even less litigious than the residents more like them from other rural regions. Take, for example, the civil courts of Trujillo in coastal Peru, a district with haciendas and rural pueblos flanking a large provincial city. Before the first-instance court (justicia ordinaria) in the city of Trujillo, female litigants comprised almost a third of all civil plaintiffs (140 of 448) from 1700 to 1799.33 In the corregimiento of Trujillo—a heavily Indian district that comprised an expansive area of surrounding coastal countryside and the foothills of the Andes—the percentage of female litigants was even higher, at 41 percent.34 Native Oaxacan women thus were generally less active as litigators in royal courts than were women in capital cities, provincial cities, and rural districts in Peru. They infrequently appeared over the general kinds of civil cases that cluttered magistrates’ desks such as inheritance, property, and land disputes. And, critically, their appearance in the civil courts specifically against husbands and lovers was downright spectral. My review of the titles of more than one thousand civil cases in the districts of Villa Alta and Teposcolula turned up only a couple of instances of women who initiated a written civil suit in matters we might consider gender-based, such as divorce, adultery, alimony, court costs, or female “deposit.” Here again, the cases that do survive tend to involve elite women. Of the two civil cases against husbands identified in the records from Teposcolula, one was filed by a woman named doña Gertrudis de Herrera of Tlaxiaco who was suing her husband from her second marriage. Doña Gertrudis was an española—this in a district where the Spanish population never topped 5 percent.35

All of this raises the question of whether there are cultural explanations for the comparative absence of Oaxaca’s indigenous women from the Spanish civil courts, not only over all types of civil disputes but over gender-
based civil conflict in particular. Was it the ethnicity—or, put differently, the indigeneity—of the women in Oaxaca that kept them from appealing to Spanish officials? In order to assess this question, it is worth considering what ethnicity would look like if it were a causal factor keeping women from Spanish courts.

The existence a parallel system of Indian justice in the pueblos might obviate the need to take a case to a Spanish official in the provincial head town of the alcaldía mayor, or, especially, to take it to an official like the intendant, who, after 1784, presided over a large administrative district including both Teposcolula and Villa Alta from the capital city of Antequera, almost a hundred rough miles away. And indeed, there are some earlier seventeenth-century cases in which native officials heard a case and imposed punishment on individuals without the intervention of a Spanish court. In fact, the greater legal autonomy elected native authorities in Mexico exercised compared to Peru correlates to the patterns in litigation. Peru’s native inhabitants were technically required to use Spanish courts and assigned representatives for their cases, whereas, in Mexico, native authorities held jurisdiction over land disputes and minor crimes. In addition, the distances between pueblos in places like Oaxaca’s Sierra Zapoteca made it difficult for Spanish officials, even if commissioned with jurisdiction, to actually administer justice. Finally, indigenous mono-lingualism surely operated together with local jurisdiction to dissuade Oaxacan women from filing claims in Spanish courts, where their words would be interpreted and the rulings rendered in a language they did not understand. Both Teposcolula and Villa Alta had lively native writing cultures, and community records included legal reports written in Mixtec and Zapotec languages. But the formal jurisdictional differences between native communities in Peru and Mexico should not be overdrawn. Native officials in Peru, too, handled local legal matters, particularly over domestic disputes, with a certain frequency and with the tacit approval of Spanish officials. Indeed, Indian women in Peru sometimes complained of native officials’ lock on local justice and tried to circumvent their authority by appealing to Spanish magistrates in cases against their husbands. What is more, it is often difficult to draw a stark line between strictly “Indian” and “Spanish” modes of law based on language alone. Legal writing in indigenous languages did not always refer to native justice: a piece of writing in Zapotec could be produced in a more “Spanish” context, such as inquests into crimes, while documents recorded in Spanish could refer to practices steeped in local tradition, such as elections. The same can be said for justice that took place verbally as well as in writing. And it is important to note that native language documents were never numerous in the
eighteenth-century legal archive that I have identified. The relatively small number of criminal cases captured in languages like Zapotec and Mixtec trickle away at the beginning of the eighteenth century, leaving mostly stray wills or other contractual matters used in the courts as evidence.

Furthermore, comparative analysis of nearby communities tells us that, however vibrant local justice and language was within Oaxaca’s indigenous communities, the shadowy presence of the women from Téposcolula and Villa Alta in the Spanish court system cannot be attributed only to the existence of native legal institutions and language barriers. The Alcaldía Mayor de Oaxaca, a provincial district surrounding the colonial capital city of Antequera, where about 90 percent of the inhabitants were Indian, had the same Indian-Spanish jurisdictional structure but possessed significantly higher litigation rates than Téposcolula and Villa Alta. In the 1760s, rates of litigation there were at least twice as high as in the more rural district of Téposcolula. Thus it was not necessarily the existence of native jurisdiction that absorbed most conflict in the pueblos, keeping it away from Spanish justice. Instead, it seems likely that what encouraged litigation was geographic proximity to the Spanish tribunals in a large colonial city, not ethnic “Indianness” as either an abstract attribute or an institutional form of justice.

Geographic isolation from Spanish courts should not be presumed to be the same as isolation from Spanish or colonial legal culture. Leaving Spanish America altogether and viewing civil litigation rates from the vantage point of the larger empire tells us that women’s tentative engagement in formal legal processes were patterned by far more than just ethnicity.

Like women in Villa Alta and Téposcolula, women in the rugged, isolated region of the Montes de Toledo, located in the heart of Castile–La Mancha, only infrequently filed civil cases in formal courts. It was especially rare for a married woman of the Montes to initiate a civil case without her husband listed as primary litigant. Such gendered judicial inconspicuousness was not confined to married women in rural Spain. I reviewed more than two hundred formal civil cases (pleitos and causas civiles) and legal injunctions (ejecutorías) handed down by a regional magistrate known as the Fiel del Juzgado, who held court in the city of Toledo about twenty miles away from the region’s mountainous pueblos. I found fewer than a dozen instances in which women of any status were registered as the sole plaintiffs in the Montes de Toledo. Those women who did sue or were sued alone overwhelmingly were widows, and they generally sought to settle inheritance matters. What is more, like the women of Oaxaca, it was nearly unheard-of for a married woman in the Montes to sue her husband in civil court. I found only one case in which a woman in the Montes de Toledo
brought her husband before the civil court of the Fiel del Juzgado. Significantly, she was among the small elite of her community (a vecina) and, like the unusual española doña Gertrudis de Herrera of Tlaxiaco in Tepeoscolula, she was suing a husband from a second marriage.46

Figures on female civil litigants are based, of course, on their being registered as plaintiffs; by no means do the figures prove that indigenous women in Oaxaca were absent from the Spanish imperial judicial system. In fact, in contrast to women’s relatively light presence in civil cases against husbands and lovers, women in rural Oaxaca turn up frequently in another kind of lawsuit: criminal proceedings. And within criminal suits, they appear mostly as victims. Tellingly, the majority of the women captured in the 1793 inventory of cases from Tepeoscolula were victims of violent crime committed by husbands.47

Still, statistical generalizations on the issue of crime prove somewhat tricky to make, since the cases themselves are often misleadingly titled or classified. As we will see in a moment, historians must approach criminal cases attentive to juridical subjectivity, sensitive to the precise role women assumed, on one hand, in the incidences of violence and, on the other, in the filing of a case before a Spanish judge. Sometimes official Spanish registries cast women in the role of accusers when they were, in fact, victims who had no interest in pressing charges; the narrative structure of the law also occasionally elided the role of women who acted as instigators of conflicts even though they were not, technically, accusers.

Despite the methodological difficulties of classifying plaintiffs and victims from criminal case registries alone, a comparative analysis of women and crime in various regions of the Spanish empire yields clues that lead us even further away from easy ethnic explanations about what the law reveals about gendered culture. The presence of women in criminal cases in indigenous Oaxaca runs parallel, again, to patterns in the Spanish Montes de Toledo. In both regions, women appeared as victims in perhaps up to one-quarter or one-third of all cases of violent crime in the seventeenth century. As in civil cases, these patterns suggest that there was something about being rural and somewhat distant from legal authority figures who were socially exogenous to the community—such as the alcalde mayor in an Oaxacan district capital like Tepeoscolula or the Spanish Fiel del Juzgado in Toledo—that made women less likely to go to court and/or more likely to suffer violence.48 But since only the most serious and violent cases would be brought to outside officials’ attention, we should presume that the documentary base in rural regions highlights violence.49

Indeed, in this respect, the judicial archive of Oaxaca and the Montes de Toledo both encapsulate the tense interaction between village and
expanding state typical of the early modern “Western” world. Studies of early modern community justice in Europe have described interactions between local and state legal systems as ones of cautious interpenetration. Rural people in eighteenth-century Cantabria, for example, only hesitantly invited the legal intervention of officials from beyond the community into local, often domestic, disputes, preferring instead to resolve issues by relying on social codes of public esteem and relatively rigid gendered normative prescriptions. The phenomenon stretches wide, from Paris to Neapolitan villages. What scholar Tommaso Astarita said of Italian villagers in the eighteenth century—that they “avoided bringing external forces to bear on their fellow villagers’ actions unless unforeseen events threatened the well-being and stability of their community”—is equally true of the residents of the Montes pueblo of Navalpino or the pueblo of Yanhuitlán in Teposcolula.

Within these local legal cultures, discursive emphasis was placed on community peace, even when inhabitants’ tendency to use state courts varied in practice. This indicates that “harmony ideology” might be preserved as a useful concept if we think of it less as a cultural discourse exclusive to colonial or indigenous settings and more as a practice in which people—including inhabitants in the alcaldías mayores of Teposcolula and Villa Alta in Oaxaca, as well as in the district of the Montes de Toledo in Spain—located legitimate adjudication of conflict in the community rather than (only or principally) in the court.

This applied particularly to legal practices related to domestic disputes. In rural Spain and Oaxaca, women were unlikely to bring their husbands and lovers to civil court or to go to criminal court to accuse them of nonviolent gender-based conflict such as adultery or scandal. Instead, for the most part, these women wound up in the formal court system as victims when their husbands or lovers were violent toward them, likely because an impulse to settle matters locally made an appeal to state magistrates necessary in only the most extreme cases. Thus, our use of lawsuits must take into account the manner in which their very production had regional contours, shaped not so much by the ethnicity of the population per se but rather by factors that affected its legal culture, including geographic (and perhaps jurisdictional) proximity to formal institutions and cities.

Despite their scant numbers, the stories and actions of those indigenous women from Oaxaca who literally defied the odds by entering the Spanish courts of the empire, traveling over long distances to larger villages to appear before a magistrate or bending his ear when he made rounds through their smaller pueblos, are, of course, significant in their own right. We only need to recall the story of Juana Sánchez and her rival’s tlacolallas to be reminded that stories in the cases—their narratives and their narrative
silences—are as meaningful as their numbers for understanding legal culture in Oaxaca. It is in the narratives of abuse suits that we learn that even those women who leveled charges against their husbands and lovers used Spanish courts strategically, enacting a vision of justice that could diverge from the expectations of procedure and law held by the judges before whom they stood.

Narratives

When women in Oaxaca took the initiative to formally submit petitions to Spanish justices in cases involving domestic violence, it was often only one act in a long series of attempts to restore domestic peace and community harmony. Their opening petitions frequently trace a long and indirect path to the Spanish official’s bench. Here I focus on the twenty-seven cases I identified in eighteenth-century Teposcolula and Villa Alta in which the principal charge was domestic abuse (malos tratos) against women. Many look a lot like the cases of Juana and her rival’s ribbons and Juana and her spilling guts in that they are discursively marked by an overriding concern with keeping the peace despite the fact that their cases were founded on violence.53

In the cases of Juana and María, both women presented themselves as reluctant formal legal subjects at best, more concerned with “peace and quiet” than truth or righteousness. And although Juana eventually appeared as the sole accuser in court, her case displayed the involvement of several men in the community prior to the moment that she filed a criminal petition before Spanish criminal authorities. In an even more literal sense, the healed María Yllescas did not appear in court alone. She was accompanied by her father.54 Her juridical subjectivity in the case against her husband was mediated by several layers of men: the native officials in the head town of San Juan de Talea; the interpreter; the petition writer; the alcalde himself. Although women were the primary aggrieved parties in malos tratos cases involving husbands and lovers, they were often merely one legal player among many active in the criminal complaint.

Unlike a civil suit, which always involved a plaintiff, there were several ways a criminal suit could be filed. A third party might denounce someone in court (denuncia), or individuals or groups might bring a case (demanda de persona). Finally, representatives of the royal state could file criminal cases labeled as de oficio, or brought by authorities.55 It turns out that these distinctions could be misleading in the case of women’s suits. A woman might be registered as a litigant without actually litigating. Even when Oaxaca’s native women were listed as accusers, members of a larger community, concerned with repairing fractious conjugal relationships, frequently had
intervened earlier and had a direct hand in initiating the criminal suit.\textsuperscript{56} As such, women’s criminal suits against abusive partners defied a strict separation between individual juridical subjectivity, collective suits for justice, and cases brought de oficio.

When women do appear as the sole legal agents in cases that are captured in writing, they often were not initiating but rather dropping cases. This is not to say that these very women failed to consult with Spanish judicial authorities about wayward or abusive husbands. Recall Juana Sánchez, whose story began this article, and her claim that, although she had kept the tlacolales of her romantic rival, she had refrained from going to court “even though I could have criminally complained for his punishment.” Juana immediately followed this with the statement that she “only had availed myself on various occasions of parish priests and their vicars,” and, she elliptically continued, “I have done the same in this court.” She meant that she had approached the alcalde mayor’s court earlier, verbally seeking...
redress in a realm of law that contemporaries called “lo extrajudicial” without opening a formal case. In fact, prior to filing written complaints, many women who were victims of violence verbally enlisted the help of several “legal” authority figures, including even the judge before whom they would eventually stand as accusers.

Reading these less formal, verbal attempts to achieve peace and harmony, it is clear that women did not envision the alcalde mayor to be the representative of an abstract kind of justice or see the secular state to be a special purveyor of law. Rather, the judge was an authority figure not unlike a father, a native community leader or priest—an important public figure before whom words mattered rather than an agent of order who would be bound to ensure that justice be administered in a procedural sense. Indeed, in other rural areas of Mexico, women appealed to their local ecclesiastical judges in much the same manner.

We can only use secular cases to guess at how women in Teponcolula and Villa Alta used church courts, since the ecclesiastical archive of the diocese is (curiously) completely bereft of marital disputes. Still, evidence in the secular archive corroborates what historian Jessica Delgado found as a key difference between Toluca and Mexico City in women’s use of church courts. She notes that, compared to the capital, where women initiated protracted, formal divorce cases, Toluca’s “women more often sought intimate and immediate mediation from local judges.” Elsewhere, I similarly argue that, in the eighteenth-century Spanish empire, urban women were more likely to demand that their cases against men follow the formal procedures of law and follow through to sentence. On the other hand, in both Oaxaca and the Montes de Toledo, women often informally turned first to a parish priest who, in the words of Perig Pitrou, “functioned at two levels, the temporal and the spiritual.”

Indeed, it is notable in Oaxaca how often native women’s opening petitions before secular authorities simply narrated the troubles they had experienced with their husbands but did not specifically request any particular legal course of action from the judge. For example, Josefa Dolores of Chilapa recounted in a petition in 1797 that her husband had taken her before indigenous community authorities to have her whipped with twelve lashes for insubordination, causing her to miscarry. She closed her petition, which she did not sign, by simply asking that the judge “carry out what you find fitting” (execute lo que hallara conveniente). The judge, in this case the subdelegate of the district, decided that the case merited the initiation of formal charges. But he first ordered the court notary to certify that the petition was hers. She responded that it was, but hastened to clarify that “her intention” in filing the case “was to ensure that her husband did not return
to offend her with his adultery or mistreat her, and giving guarantees, asks that he [be permitted to] leave prison.”

María Olaya Pérez, from Yanhuitlan in Teposcolula, also pursued a case for reasons that can only be described as extralegal if not extrajudicial. By this I mean that she invoked a concept of justice, but she did not necessarily envision Spanish law as formal process. María had sent a petition to the subdelegate to complain of the mistreatment her husband gave her whenever he got drunk (which was, by all accounts, frequently). As a result of her petition, the husband was imprisoned. But soon thereafter, she issued another petition dropping the case. In it, she indicated that she had originally complained only to teach her husband a lesson (escarmiento). Indeed, her initial petition did not emphasize a desire for punishment as much as request that her husband appear before the judge to state for the record that she was a good wife. The case continued anyway.

That María’s case was not immediately dropped is significant. It reveals a gap between her own understanding of justice and that held by Spanish officials. Mónica Pérez from the Zapotec village of San Cristóbal Lachiriag in Villa Alta also faced a judge who held a concept of the law that was different from hers. It seems that she too had appeared before Spanish authorities with a verbal complaint instead of a formal suit when her husband injured her hand during an argument. She had formal charges drawn up only after her husband, fearful of arrest and punishment, fled his community. When Mónica decided that his three-month absence had become too materially onerous, she formally “appeared” before the alcalde—in writing this time—asking him to officially drop charges.

Mónica’s case exemplifies how indigenous women in Oaxaca could formally enter the halls of Spanish justice only, in effect, in an attempt to exit them. Yet what is important here is that this was not the only notion of law that presided in colonial Oaxaca. Their instrumental understanding of justice as contingent moral intervention could dissolve into judges’ more abstract sense of law as a fixed process. When Mónica attempted to drop charges against her hiding husband, she reported in the statement, which she could not read or sign, “I am missing my husband, [and] so that he maintains me and provides what is necessary, I beg Your piousness to pardon him of any punishment . . . he has already seen me and asked [my] pardon, promising that on subsequent [occasions] he will not mistreat [me] again.”

But her request came too late. Strictly speaking, this had ceased to be her own case against her husband. As with María Olaya’s attempt to get her husband to proclaim her as a good wife before judicial officials, the judge did not immediately heed the woman’s request to drop charges. In Mónica’s suit, the subdelegate overseeing the case decided not to suspend
punishment but to remit it to indigenous authorities in his pueblo, who were to administer the wife-beater twenty-five lashes. The subdelegate also warned Mónica’s husband that were he to appear again under the arch of his tribunal for similar offense, he would consider Mónica’s petition to drop charges as the opening of a formal criminal suit (auto de cabeza), apparently regardless of what she herself would wish to see happen.

While the interdependency of native and Spanish justice is notable in this case, what is even more striking is that a judge would threaten to twist a woman’s request to drop charges against her husband into the initiation of a criminal complaint against him. But this is not completely unique to the region. Of the 3 cases of malos tratos that I identified in a sample of 211 criminal cases in the Montes de Toledo, 1 was dropped. None were filed by the victimized women: two were brought de oficio, and the third, which combined charges of spousal abuse and infidelity, was actually brought by a father against his son-in-law. Critically, shortly after filing his case, the father made a pact with his son-in-law: if the son-in-law were to come back to his wife and treat her with the “love proper to a man and wife,” the father and his daughter would formally drop the case with a document called an apartamiento. His son-in-law agreed, but the Fiel del Juzgado did not. The magistrate ruled that the case should proceed anyway, and in the end upheld a sentence of a four-year banishment against the philandering, abusive man, despite his in-laws’ desire to see him return to the hearth. Presumably, the man would take his wife and children with him so he could, as he promised, live “in conjugal peace and union.”

Therefore, several patterns emerge from criminal suits against husbands and lovers in Oaxaca, guiding us to a clearer understanding of the region’s gendered legal culture. Cases were frequently dropped, and women’s “voices” in prosecuting men in these suits were often crowded out by the interests of various male authorities, including Spanish officials who sometimes continued to pursue cases without the women’s active participation and at times perhaps even against their wishes. When we separate women’s own legal moves from those of their spokesmen or from the actions of judges, we often find that their pursuit of “justice” did not necessarily involve adherence to the steps laid out in Spanish law concerning crime and punishment. Rather, women’s interactions with the law operated, in a sense, internally, making magistrates’ jurisdiction over a marriage or morality similar to that which any other paternal figure might administer. Finally, although women in Oaxaca displayed distinctive practices and attitudes toward justice—notably visions of peace that were at times at odds with official understandings of the law—these were not, in the end, features of legal culture wholly unique to the Indian regions of Oaxaca.
Conclusion

Surveyed from the perspective of the empire, eighteenth-century Oaxacan women indeed appear to have entered the Spanish court system preponderantly as victims of male assault rather than as assertive legal agents hauling men into court. Whereas women elsewhere in Spanish American cities appeared with more frequency in civil suits overall, and specifically in cases against their husbands and lovers, in Oaxaca women tended to enter the formal Spanish justice system reluctantly and mostly in cases when violence had been directed at them. Despite our scholarly impulse to use legal cases as windows onto women’s agency or gendered culture as it was lived beyond the courtroom, it is critical that we be aware of the comparatively reticent manner in which women in Villa Alta and Teposcolula engaged the Spanish court system against the men in their lives.

Yet this does not make these women, even those beaten by their husbands, passive victims. The comparative knowledge that native women in these regions were reticent litigators forces us to distinguish “what the law saw” from what women saw in the law. What at first appear to be women’s suits against men for malos tratos were often in fact complex maneuvers in which women sought community harmony and domestic peace. While discourses of peace and harmony might have been features of the larger imperial legal system, in Oaxaca they translated into women’s observable, repeated attempts to untangle themselves and their male abusers from the Spanish legal system. Thus the agency indigenous women displayed in these cases was directed as much at enacting their own vision of justice within the framework of Spanish imperial law as at claiming gendered rights within their relationships with the men in their lives.

For many women, the enlistment of judicial authorities was to be a temporary solution to enforce moral order. The space the court provided for women to assert their own moral rectitude might just as well have been provided by the church or community. For Juana Sánchez, justice was the moral authority of possessing evidence in the form of tlacollales that she could shop around as proof of her husband’s indiscretion; María Pérez saw the court as a public forum in which her husband could announce her status as a good wife. In the gendered legal culture these women produced, Spanish colonial justice assumed a place on par with, and notably not necessarily above, community or religious authority. If today women in Oaxaca frequently march to the bench of the modern Mexican state in numbers equal to men in order to restore harmony in their domestic or community relationships, this was not true in the colonial period, when their engagement with state law was cautious at best.
We have also learned that native women sometimes envisioned the alcalde mayor’s judicial intervention differently from how he saw himself. For magistrates, law could be an abstract and discrete formal process that operated beyond the control of the parties involved. We should pause, however, before reflexively attributing the disjuncture between judges’ and women’s concepts of justice to ethnic difference and before chalkling up native women’s reticence to enter Spanish courts to colonial defiance. Participants did not easily line up along the contours of the two types of justice described here, with indigenous litigants promoting peace and Spanish judges promoting formal processes. Judges could as easily support harmony as insist on formal trials. What is more, many features of gendered legal culture in Oaxaca bear a strong resemblance to women’s interaction with the law in peasant communities in early modern Spain and Europe more broadly. In the end, these findings prompt reflection on how we position the region of Oaxaca—indeed, all indigenous colonial regions—within geographies of culture.

Reducing of indigenous legal practice to legacies of timeless, autochthonous local gender traditions that can be contrasted with the dynamic and universal nature of European law plays, of course, directly into a Western politics of difference. Perhaps unexpectedly, it is by extending outward toward a critical, comparative examination of Spanish legal archives—that rather than only pulling inward into a deeper understanding of native sources—that we gain a new perspective on the legal culture native women enacted. The comparative method, although a hallmark of prior histories of gender and violence in the region, runs the risk of framing indigenous regions as sites of “difference” by its very design. But this article has attempted to show that the comparative method still has something to offer our understanding of culture in Latin America, indigenous culture included. Rather than relying on national comparisons that presume ethnic difference, working across the Atlantic can prompt us to rethink our inherited impulse to invoke “ethnicity” or “colonialism” as an explanation in history. As Frederick Cooper has pointed out, the problem with “reducing non-Western history to the lack of what the West had” is that such a formulation assumes “that the West actually had itself.” If we consider colonial law not as a single system imported whole cloth from Europe but rather as a cultural process of local and state interaction, Spanish imperial legal culture reveals itself as a more multidimensional process. And rather than its victims or objects, indigenous women emerge as its cocreators.

Of course, it would be unwise to overlook the mutual misunderstandings or the lack of cultural mastery that could divide Spanish colonial judges’ notions of law from native women’s notions of justice in Oaxaca.
The gulf between local and official concepts of justice was real, even if it did not isolate female legal subjects in Oaxaca or make their experiences with Spanish law radically different from those of their nonindigenous imperial counterparts. In the end, it might be this—the way in which judicial authorities insisted on exercising power beyond the initiative of many of the rural women whom they registered as “plaintiffs”—that made women’s interactions with the law distinctive in the Spanish empire. In other words, the unique strands in Felipa’s braid might not have been the tlacollales, after all.
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